4BAR Flex
Upgraded version of the popular 4BAR, 4BAR Flex provides
added flexibility and additional features including DMX
capability. Two floor stands (L-brackets) are included to
maximize setup possibilities and configurations. A passthrough hole easily mounts the fixture to most tripods or
speaker stands without the need for additional clamps. It
also features two additional power outlets and mounting
options for adding additional wash or effect lights. 4BAR Flex
includes a free carrying case.
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Highlights
Upgraded version of the popular 4BAR™ increases FLEXibility
Mounts to most tripods or speaker stands, without the need for additional clamps,
using the pass-through hole
Create the ultimate light show by mounting up to 4 additional fixtures to the top of
the 4BAR™ Flex
Provide electricity to the additional lights by using the built-in Edison plugs
Maximize setup possibilities and configurations with 2 included L-brackets
Easily set-up and tear down in minutes with the included carrying bag
Multiple control options include standalone or DMX mode, or the included
footswitch

Mounts to most tripods or
speaker stands, without the
need for additional clamps,
using the pass-through hole

Safely mounts to truss using built-in bolts
Create large, coordinated light shows with other 4BAR™ fixtures in master/slave mode
Sound-activated programs dance to the beat of the music
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Specifications
DMX Channels: 3 or 15
DMX Connectors: 3-pin XLR
Light Source: 432 LEDs (144 red, 144 green, 144 blue) 0.25 W (20 mA), 100,000 hours life expectancy
Strobe Rate: 0 to 20 Hz
Beam Angle: 21°
Fits Tripod Size: 1.2 to 1.5 in (32 to 39) mm
Illuminance: 725 lux @ 2 m (per pod)
Power Linking: 12 units @ 120 V; 21 units @ 230 V
Input Voltage: 100 to 240 VAC, 50/60 Hz (auto-ranging)
Power and Current: 47 W, 0.7 A @ 120 V, 60 Hz 46 W, 0.4 A @ 230 V, 50 Hz
Weight: 13.5 lb (6 kg)
Size: 47.4 x 5.2 x 14.7 in (1,205 x 133 x 375 mm)
Approvals: CE

What's Included
Power cord
Carrying bag
Footswitch
L-Brackets
Quick Reference Guide / Warranty card
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